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Mock Trial team sponsoring “Law Day”
With the competition looming just ahead, the
defending county champions are gearing up
for the 2011 Mick Trial season. To coincide,
G. Ray Bodley’s Mock Trial team is hosting
its first ever Law Day. Schools from all over
Central New York have been invited to join the
GRB team on Saturday, January 15, to learn
the ins and outs of the court systems and the
science behind it.
   Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. Saturday
morning, and then the big day is going to be
kicked off at 9 by special Key Note Speaker,
the Honorable Federal Court Judge Glenn
Sudaby, who will also be lecturing in some of
the sessions. The sessions will run from 9 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. and will cover a variety of sub-
jects, from Gangs and Gang Intelligence to
Criminal Investigations (Forensics) to Inter-
view and Interrogation.
   Law Day would be a great experience for
anyone interested in going into the field of law,
and is open to anyone who wishes to go. Stu-
dents do not  have to be a part of the Mock
Trial team. Global Studies Teacher, Mrs.
Hallat, co-advisor for mock Trial, helped put
the whole thing together. She says, ìIím really
excited about having this many outside agen-
cies coming to talk to students. It could be in-
teresting even for students who arenít in Mock
Trial. I am very grateful to Mr. Patnode for
sacrificing his time and energy to help pull the
whole thing together;  he has made significant
contributions to help bring it all together.î
  There are still places open for both Law Day
and Mock Trial. If you are interested in either,
contact Mrs. Hallat in Room 132. This would
be a great opportunity for anyone thinking
about going into law.       By Ryann Crofoot

Monday was a day of anticipation and anxiety for members of Quirk’s Players Drama
Club as the cast listing for this year’s musical, Beauty and the Beast, was posted right
after school. Students crowded around the list, which was met with a variety of emo-
tions as more than 70 students tried out for the 43 roles in the production. (Senecal
photo)

Quote of the day:
“There are only two ways to

live your life. One is as

though nothing is a miracle.

The other is as though ev-

erything is a miracle.”

Albert Einstein

Author of the Grimm Fairytales born
On this day in 1785, the eldest of  the world renowned Grimm brothers was born. Jakob
Ludwig Karl Grimm and his brother Wilhelm  born the prior year Wilhelm Grimm were
the founders of today’s guidelines for storytelling and gave birth to many of today’s well
known fairy tales in a seven book series published between 1812 and 1822.
   The series was a compilation of oral folklores they had collected and put into literature
form as close to the storytellers words as possible. Many of the stories were from centuries
before their own births. Among these well-known stories were “Hansel and Gretel,” “Snow
White,” and “Little Red Riding Hood.”
   The collection became a worldwide classic. Jacob continued researching stories and lan-
guage, and published an influential book of German grammar. He also did important work
in language study and developed a principle, called Grimm’s Law, regarding the relation of
languages to each other.
   The fairytales compendium has been translated into over 160 languages with an esti-
mated 26 million copies thought to be in existence. The series can be considered a Rosetta
Stone to old versions of today’s existing languages. Knight and Dragons were  thought to
be fake?  Maybe you should find out for yourself and pick up a copy.  By Andrew Pitcher
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This day in history:
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2011: more than just a new year to seniors
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RECYCLE & SAVE
Bring in your empty haircare
product (any brand) and receive

      20% OFF
any professional product of ours!

Ref le ctions
-THE- Sa lon & More

608 South 4th Street-Fulton

Call for an appointment today!

Phone: 592-4415

Proud 20 Year sponsor

of GRB Journalism

By Brenna Merry

As the date changes the media, history and
entire world change as well. The year of 2010
was no exception. There were life-altering
events like the oil spill in the Gulf and the Chil-
ean miners who were stuck underground for
69 days. As well there were entertainment
revolutions that gave people “Beiber Fever”
or inspired them to believe, “The party doesn’t

start until they walk in.”
   Overall 2010 was a year where people could be seen fighting each
other over ridiculous bracelets that took various shapes, while all the
while wearing jeans that looked as though they were painted on and
calling them, “Jeggings.” Facebook and Twitter blew up even further,
as seen by the success of the movie The Social Network, that would
have otherwise been a complete blunder.
   Looking back at it all, 2010 was a completely crazy year, just like
many of the years before it. However, most find that the meaning of
the year is better defined by personal experiences than events like the
inexplicable prosperity of the hit show “Jersey Shore.”
   Whether it was a year where you found love, yourself, success, hurt
or happiness, that is what will mark the year for most individuals. These
events are what lets us look forward to the new year of 2011.
   For seniors, this will be the year we hit our first huge, life-turning
point. June of 2011 will be the date we forever remember as the day we

walk across the stage and get our diploma. It will be the year we leave
home for the first time to enter a world all our own. We are bound to
trip and fall along the way, and it’s these bumps and bruises that we
look forward to most in 2011, not whichever crazy new outfit Lady
Gaga is going to come out with.
   As we look back at our life, 2011 will always be the year that is
printed on one of the most important documents of our life, the one
that notes the year we are on the road to making something of our-

selves with the first step of high school completed. Juniors, 2011 will
be the date that is written across your prom tickets that will forever sit
in scrapbooks and memory boxes. It will pinpoint the year you finally
had the night you always thought of growing up. Whether your fanta-
sies come true or the night is a complete disappointment, when you
look back on your life you will forever remember 2011 as the year of
your Junior Prom that will inevitably impact your life forever. Juniors
will not remember this year first and foremost for whichever crazy
fashion fad reaches the world. Even if poodle skirts make a comeback,
this memory will never triumph over the year of prom.
   For the underclassman, a world of wonder awaits in the year 2011.
There are dreams in your head as to what your high school days and
beyond will hold and it is in 2011 that you will begin to reach for these
goals and find where you want to be in life. Sometimes growing is the
most momentous time in your life and for some this will happen in
2011 and surely be more prominent than whichever new celebrity re-
places Tiger Woods in a cheating scandal.
   Top news, life-changing, wacky events surely await us in the coming
year. These occurances are promised to impact what you wear, listen
to, and which hairstyle you are rocking. However, you are the one who
makes your own personal headline stories to your year, 2011.
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Over the holidays, many kids are filled with both satisfaction and dis-
approval, but does dissatisfaction have to do with financial trouble or
just being spoiled? As many kids across the nation dreamed of presents
and treats when they arose on Christmas morning, many unfortunately
do not get to experience the magic of the holidays.
   Considering some families have financial problems and other issues
that may limit the holiday, what about the kid who complains of their
Christmas being disappointing because he/she didn’t get every toy they
asked for (received most). Well if I am a young kid listening to this
person I would feel very upset if my family wasnít able to provide
many presents for Christmas.
   The fact is, many kids are not always satisfied with their Christmas
even though they may receive many more gifts than someone who is
not as fortunate as them. This is called being spoiled, and if you were
fortunate enough to receive even a few presents, then you are much
better off than someone who may have not received any.
   So when you remember your Christmas and if you feel it lacked a
sufficient amount of presents, ultimately remember what the holidays
are really about and how grateful you should be for everything you
may have.     By Hunter Gorton

Don’t gripe! Consider yourself lucky
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This week in Raider Sports
Today: Frosh B’ball @ Cortland (4:30); V’ball vs. Mexico (JV-

5:30/V-7 @ Fairgrieve)

Wednesday, Jan. 5: Wrestling vs. Phoenix (6 p.m.); Bowling

vs. Fowler (3:30 @ Mattydale);  Swim @ New Hartford (5

p.m.)

Thursday, Jan. 6: Hockey @ Cazenovia (7 p.m.); V’ball @

Chittenango (JV-5:30/V-7 p.m.); Boys B’ball @ ES-M (JV-5/

V-6:30); Girls B’ball vs. ES-M (JV-5:30/V-7 p.m.); Frosh B’ball

vs. ES-M (5 @ Fairgrieve); Bowling vs. Solvay (3:30 @

Mattydale)

Syracuse punter faces toughest battle of them all
With the regular season coming to end for Syracuse Football and the
invitation to the 2010 Pinstripe Bowl at Yankee Stadium in their hand,
everything seemed to be heading in the right direction. With a new coach,
winning conference record in the Big East as well as earning them-
selves the title of “bowl eligible” for the first time in six years, Syracuse
Football has shown a complete turnaround in comparison to previous
years. Sprits were high, motive was strong, everything seemed great,
until star punter Rob Long reported to the team’s medical staff of a
serious headache.
   Four-year starter, captain and star punter Rob Long has been a dedi-
cated member to Orange football throughout his past four years of col-
lege. As captain Long served as a role model and leader to the team.
Long was preparing to enter his first and last ever bowl game when
doctors found what seemed to be a benign, non-cancerous tumor lodged
in his brain in early December. On December 14, Rob Long was trans-
ported to Philadelphia to undergo an operation which removed the tu-

mor in his head. A follow up just days later brought the worst news for
the team.
   With punter Rob Long definitely out for the Pinstripe Bowl there
was already a disappointing sports headline for Syracuse Football. How-
ever, the story is far from over. On December 20, just days after his
surgery, Rob Long reported back to the hospital for a post-operation
check-up where he learned that malignant, cancerous cells were found
in his body.  His cancer treatment of at least six weeks of strenuous
work and chemotherapy will begin just after the New Year.

   Rob was in attendance at last week’s Pinstripe Bowl, rooting his
team on from the sideline. With family, teammates and fans by his
side, he is going to begin his fight with cancer. In a pre-game interview
with 9WSYR, Coach Doug Marrone stated, “He is a remarkable per-
son. He will fight this, and we will overcome this together.”

          By Max Fobes

Two tough losses for Raider hockey
Fulton Raider hockey played two games over winter break, both lo-
cated at the Fulton ice arena. Unfortunately for the Raiders, they ended
up on the wrong side of a 3-1 count against CBA and a 6-5 overtime
decision against Cicero-North Syracuse.
  The  night winter break began, the Raiders hosted Christian Brothers
Academy. The Raiders fell early to the Brothers, and the first period
ended with the home team being down 2-0.  Activity was present, but
scoring was not in the second period, as the frame ended with the same
score as the first.  The third period proved eventful for both teams, as
both the Raiders and CBA found the net once apiece.  Senior Jeff King
found the net, with a play assisted by junior assistant captain Steven
DeLisle.  Standing between the pipes in the effort was senior Kevin
Niver, who posted 37 saves, and a 92.5 save percentage.
   New Year’s Eve proved to be a tough defeat for the Raiders as well,
although the loss to Cicero- North Syracuse came in overtime and was
deemed a very intense game.  C-NS was a non-league game, and was
viewed as a good opportunity to tune up certain areas of the Raidersí
game.  Senior Kevin Niver got the nod to stand tall between the pipes
for the Raiders.  The first period was quite eventful, as the Raiders and
the Northstars found the net two times apiece.  Scoring for the Raiders
were senior Steve Haste, and junior Dylan Holden.  The second period
was good only for the Northstars, as they put the puck behind the Raid-
ers twice.  Senior Kara Pafumi entered the game during the second
frame to relieve the shelled Niver.

   The third period was deemed a success for the Raiders, as the net
was found twice, forcing overtime.  Scoring for Fulton was junior as-
sistant captain Joe Sutton and senior Jeff King.  C-NS was the even-
tual winner as the puck snuck past Pafumi on a scrambled play, and
the Raiders fell to 2-4-1 overall, and 1-3-1 in league play.  Niver re-
corded 20 saves, and Pafumi posted 16 saves, and a 94.1 save percent-
age on the night.  The Raiders next game is scheduled for Thursday, as
undefeated Cazenovia comes to town for a puck-dropping at 7 p.m.
Be sure to come support the Raiders as they try to climb back into the
higher ranks of the standings.    By Colin Shannon



Meet the Reporters

Compiled by Patty Morrison

Kirsten Francis,
Senior
Kirsten joined the

staff of The Raider to

design page layouts,

write articles and

take photos of sport-

ing events and things

that are happening
around the school. Outside of school Kirsten

likes sports, photography and hanging out with

friends.

One thing you don’t know about Kirsten is that

she figure skated for 13 years.

In the News
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Snow forts aren’t just for children
Students are back in school after the ten day long Christmas break.
Now that one of the longest breaks of the year is behind us, the long
month of January may feel unbearable. Though January is normally
very cold, and most people do not spend much time outside, there is

Bizarre News of the Day

You’re never to old to play in the snow, as evidenced by this
example of a “quinzee.” RND’s Dan Summerville has built sev-
eral and has even spent the night in one of his creations.

A rare miniature cow with markings similar to a panda was born on a
farm in northern Colorado on Friday, according to farmer Chris Jessen.
The so-called “panda cow” born in Larimer County is thought to be
one of only about 24 in the world.
   The male calf named Ben was born last Friday morning. His mother
is a Lowline Angus cow while his father, Donovan, is a panda bull on
the farm. Jessen raises miniature cattle and also owns a miniature kan-
garoo on his hobby farm.
   The miniature panda cow is the result of genetic manipulation. A
white belt encircles the animal’s midsection, and the cow has a white
face with black ovals around the eyes, giving it a panda-like appear-
ance. The mini-cattle are bred solely as pets. Jessen says panda calves
can sell for $30,000. For normal cows, a farmer would actually have to
pay to auction his cattle.    By Morgan Firenze

plenty to do with all the snow outside.
   High Schoolers may believe that building snow forts are for children,
but it can also be for teens. For the past few years, I have built a snow
fort called a quinzee.  It involves more work than the average snow-
fort, and it does require a certain level of skill.
   First, one must pile up a mound of snow ten feet wide and five feet
tall. After letting it sit overnight, it must be hollowed out with a small
hand trowel in order to make the cavity on the inside. The builder must
make sure that the walls and ceiling are roughly 18 inches thick. This
thickness is enough to hold strong for a few days, but not enough to
crush someone if it was to collapse. Pre-cut sticks that show the depth
of the snow can be pushed into the mound from the outside in order to
determine the thickness during the hollowing procedure. One the walls
are smooth, the quinzee is complete and ready to use.
    After a few practice structures, I decided to sleep in one of my
quinzees. Surprisingly, it was quite warm and I continued sleeping in it
until it melted. All that I used was a sleeping bag and a garbage bag to
lay under it in order to keep it dry.  Even if the quinzee is not slept in, it
will last for a few weeks as a monument to the builder’s hard work. No
matter what it is used for, building a quinzee is a fun activity that can
be enjoyed by people of all ages.            By Daniel Summerville

January means that the end of Canada goose hunting season is near.
Most other waterfowl seasons have already ended, leaving hunters to
put away their shotguns. But the hunters should think twice before
they put away their guns, as the main waterfowl season may be over,
but there is still time left to hunt one species of goose. In Central New
York, most people think of the Canada goose when they think of geese.
The Canada goose is a very common bird in New York, but its lesser
known cousin is growing in numbers.
   February 24 is opening day of the snow goose season. In early spring
hundreds of thousands of the white geese fly over Central New York as
they come back from their migration. There is a serious overpopula-
tion of the geese, causing trouble for the environment. This overpopu-
lation has caused the DEC to raise the snow goose bag limit to a stag-
gering 25 geese per day. A bag limit is the maximum amount of geese
a hunter can take per day, and 25 is extremely high, considering the
fact that the bag limit on Canada geese is three. The snow geese are
smaller than their Canadian cousins, but they make just as much mess.
   Unlike duck hunting, hunting geese does not require being near wa-
ter. The geese often land in open fields on their way back north, pro-
viding a perfect chance for hunters to bag some. Snow geese may be in
greater numbers than Canada geese, but they can still present a chal-
lenge for experienced goose hunters. Snow geese are more skittish than
their cousins, and will not come into range as readily.
   Goose hunting is a fun pastime that many hunters enjoy. A goose or
two is more than enough to feed a family, and if the meat is prepared
correctly it is quite tasty. Hunting snow geese will not only feed the
hunter, but it will also help the environment. There is no better way to
help the environment and have fun at the same time.

            By Daniel Summerville

The Great Outdoors:

Snow goose season
begins next month



Meteorology and you
by Carson Metcalf

Tonight: Tomorrow:

Cloudy with a few snow

showers. High in the

low-30s.

Record high-67 (1950)

Avg. high-32

GRB junior Carson Metcalf is an aspiring Meteorologist and the creator of the
Central New York Weather Center @ www.centralnewyorkweather.com

Look for his daily weather forecasts for Fulton on RaiderNet Daily.

Cloudy with snow

showers. High in the

mid-20s.

Record high-62 (2007)

Avg. high: 32

Today:

A few snow showers.

Low in the upper-20s.

Record low: -18 (1981)

Avg. low: 16

What was your favorite Christmas Gift?

School of ThoughtSchool of ThoughtSchool of ThoughtSchool of ThoughtSchool of Thought compiled by Brett Williams & Nick Matticecompiled by Brett Williams & Nick Matticecompiled by Brett Williams & Nick Matticecompiled by Brett Williams & Nick Matticecompiled by Brett Williams & Nick Mattice

"Madden 11."

Joe Weller

"New Kicks."
Tyler Terramiggi

"Just Dance 2."

Kara Yakel

"Tonka Truck."

Jesse Ives
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